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Related Activities
Mosquito Vegetation Management Project
Activity // Vegetation management within the community of Mosquito
Planned activities // Treatments for up to 400 acres.
Status // Funding received.
Project Lead // Mosquito Fire Safe Council
Partners // State Fire Safe Council

Left: Using chippers to help
reduce brush and vegetation
build-up (or “fuels”)
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The Chili Bar – Georgetown
Focus Area balances community
and watershed needs to protect
values shared by all. Since 2018, the
SOFAR Collaborative, a diverse group of
stakeholders and land managers, has been
working to implement projects on three
focus areas in the SOFAR watershed.
These efforts aim to advance its cohesive
strategy goals in the near term as part
of a long-term commitment to the
watershed to make meaningful progress
towards three goals:
• Resilient Landscapes •
• Fire Adapted Communities •
• Safe and Effective Wildfire Response •

Location
This focus area runs from Chili Bar up to the community of Georgetown, with Highway
193 cutting through it. Ownership is mixed; BLM, the US Forest Service (USFS) and private
landowners own the land in this area. Elevation ranges from approximately 1000-2600 feet,
and the vegetation habitat transitions from black oak woodlands and mixed chaparral in the
west to ponderosa and mixed Sierra conifer forests in the eastern portions of the focus area.

Get Informed! Get Involved!
1. Subscribe to receive updates on SOFAR activities
2. Learn more about the SOFAR Collaborative
Everyone is welcome to join the SOFAR Collaborative!
Individuals, businesses, agencies, and organizations that live, work,
opeSrate, manage forest or watershed lands, or assist in local
sustainability of the environment, community, and economy are
working together. SOFAR partners coordinate projects and
collaborate to make meaningful change on the SOFAR landscape.

3. Show Up!
View the schedule for upcoming SOFAR meetings and focus area
field tours. The Chili Bar-Georgetown Focus Area Work Group
meets every 4th Monday 9-11a at Garden Valley Station #51.
http://sofarcohesivestrategy.org

Management Need
This landscape is expansive and largely rural-residential with most of the population
living east of Highway 193. SOFAR prioritized this area because of its high potential
risk for intense fire, the number of homes in the area, and its contribution to
watershed values. Fire has been suppressed here over the years, leading to a major
build up of brush and vegetation (known as fuels) that would burn intensely and
potentially veer out of control under certain weather conditions. In addition, travel
along this transportation corridor is expected to rise, which also increases the
chance of a fire occuring. Because federal and non-federal lands are comingled, this
focus area requires an all-lands approach to address the multi-jurisdictional land
ownership, an important opportunity for the cohesive strategy.
Left: Kelsey Fire on
August 7, 1994
Right: Shoo Fly Road
one lane with brush
closing in; important
community fire escape
route and fire engine
access
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Focus Area Objectives
Both residential and watershed values need protection to support a resilient landscape and fire
adapted communities.
SOFAR aims to enable communities to respond to wildfire safely and effectively by building and
enhancing collaboration with land managers and other partners. This will ensure people can effectively
escape emergencies, and land management and emergency response efforts can access the areas that
need treatment.

Recent Activities
Tobacco Gulch
Activities | Fuels reduction and prescribed fire planned for
2,751 acres. Previous treatments have occurred and need
maintenance. Activities will also contribute to the overall
treatments strategy for the landscape.
Status | Initial mechanical treatments are underway.
Project Lead | USFS
Partners | Sierra Nevada Conservancy, National Wild
Turkey Federation, CAL FIRE

Landscape Evaluation
Activities | Identify community partners and evaluate
feasibility of different strategies.
Status | Land owners and communities are becoming
more involved and building partnerships (USFS, BLM, private landowners, RCD, CAL FIRE, Georgetown Fire Safe
Council, fire districts, etc.). Strategic planning occurring.
Field trips conducted in southern region in 2018; future
field trips planned for 2019.
Project Leads | SOFAR partners and communities

Community Outreach Meetings
Activities | In 2018, two well-attended community wildfire protection outreach meetings occurred in the focus
area.
Project Leads | CAL FIRE, USFS, Georgetown Fire Safe
Council, RCDs

